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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This final design report for the Low Cost Solar Array Block IV Program
has been prepared in respor.!se to the-Contract Data Requirements List
(C:DRL) Item #6 DRD NO. SE-2. The report includes an updated program
plan showing the task descriptions depicting the work, progress, achieve-
ments and the cause of any deviations from the original plan (SC-1), and
how this impacted on the original schedule of the program. In addition
there is an update documenting all design alterations made during the
pre-production phase and a complete up to date set of Engineering and
Manufacturing Documentation (CM-1).
The purpose of this report is to document the work performed through the
final design and the test results of the modules developed under this
contract, and to use this documentation to further the understanding
and evolution of solar cell module design.
2.0 UPDATED PROGRAM PLAN
The original program plan included a. Work. Breakdown Structure, Task and
•	 Sub Task descriptions deline-iting the objectives and relationships of
each element to the total program, and a milestone schedule showing the
period during which each task would be performed. This update will follow
the same format as above, only the descriptions will delineate the actual
achievements and any deviations from the original tasks and the relation-
ship each element had on the total program. These written descriptions
will be further documented on the milestone schedule.
The purpose of the work in. the original plan was to explore, design, develop,
test and deliver to JPL 1000 watts of prototype flat plate, photovoltaic modules
appropriate for use in applications in the 20 to 500 kilowatt range and which
show potential for meeting the 1986 cost goals. The work has been performed
under this contract. This updated plans' purpose is to track the activities
which occurred in the course of the contract and to point out what can be
learned from these events to help achieve the 1986 goals of the Low-Cost
Solar Array Program
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2.1
	
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS)
The WBS for the LSA Block IV program as shown in Figure 2-1 was used
during the course of the program. No variations or modifications of
this item were made as it satisfied the provision of giving Solar
Power Corporation's operating personnel a comprehensive view of the
total program and the interrelations of its constituants. The sub-
tasks as indicated under each of the major cost centers remained
intact. The schedule for the program was directly related to these
breakdowns and will depict any variations which occurred during the
course of the program.
2.2	 TASK DESCRIPTIONS AND UPDATE
2.2.1
	
TASK I - ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
Various trade-off analyses were performed as they related to design
integrity, manufacturability, feasibility and costs of module compo-
nents and modules to obtain an optimur, module design. This included
structural analysis of substrate design, chemical compatibility studies,
optical enhancement analysis, and electrical performance predictions.
These were presented at the PDR on August 20, 1979. At that time
several concerns were expressed by JPL regarding the substrate and
terminal design which were largely dimensional in nature. These were
investigated and an agreeable design change was made as documented in
TPR #4 SPC 455-10.
At that time efforts to fabricate a module consisting of 288 wrap-
around cells and a reinforced porcelainized steel substrate were
underway with a firm module design. The cells had a rectangular
geometry with an active area of 22 cm2 , giving approximately 10.6 mkI/
cm2 at 28°C AM 1. The circuit design was SP x 36 series giving ap-
proxi-wately 15 Vdc, 5 Amps at peak power. Because of the cell design
i.e., wrap-around, the packing factor of the module was in excess of
96%, giving a module efficiency of > 10%. During the month of Septem-
ber, 1979, receipt of sanple substrates took place. The deformation
2
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along the perimeter was totally unacceptable, showing dimensional
gradients in excess of 0.375 inches across the length (See Figure
2-2). The primary cause was determined to be a combination of
built-in stress during spot welding of stiffeners, and the asym-
metric thermal stresses incurred during and after enamel firing
of the substrate. During October the first prototype module was
fabricated. The lamination fixturing and process sequence went
smoothly and produced a good module (See Figures 2-3, 2-4). The
production of wrap-around cells was consistently difficult re-
garding an acceptable ,yield so front contact cells were incorpo-
rated for this first prototype with 35 rather than 36 cells in
series. Further receipt of substrates proved to show random
warpage between spot welds, although some substrates were
marginal,. The approach at this time was to control the spot
welding dwell time and temperature to obtain an even distribution
of stress across the substrate, and thus eliminate any physical
warpage.
During November, 1979, all component parts for module fabrication.
were received except for cells and acceptable substrates. A
marginal substrate and the available wrap-around cells were used
to produce a module for display at the 14th P.I.M. (See Figure
2-5). The fixturing and lamination cycle worked smoothly pro-
ducing a good module. At this time several design changes were
proposed. First to eliminate spot welding the stiffeners to the
substrate, and mechanically fasten them on as a post assembly
operation. The stresses between spot welds were effectively
distorting the 19 gauge steel pan during the porcelain firing
operation. Secondly to incorporate an acrylic layer between the
cells and the substrate, since hi-pot test Failure was occurring
due to pin hole existence in the porcelain surface. An additional
revision occurred in December, 1979. The top layer of acrylic
showed signs of embri.ttlement after routine cleaning with Isopropyl
alcohol. Other prototype modules also showed a surface crazing
effect after short steady state storage. Llumar was decided on as
the replacement surface material.
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in January, 1980 it was decided to incorporate junction boxes at
the rear positive and negative terminations to protect the output
terminals from corrosion. Design of this addition took place at
that time. Also in January# samples of the two component sub-
strates were auceived and proved to be flat and of excellent
quality. During February, 1980 all crmponent parts for module
fabrication were in-house. Cells re-Mined the one outstanding
part necessary before pre-production fabrication could begin.
Due to the poor yield and thus high cost of wrap-around cells,
in March, 1980 it was recommended that a new cell and string
design be incorporated into the module. The 288 wrap-around
cells in a 8P x 36S configuration were repin ►ced by 72, 100 mm
modified circular cells in a 6P x 12S configuration. This new
circuit design produced approximately 5 Vdc, 12.6 Amps at peak
power. The module packing factor went from 96% to 76%, giving
a module efficiency of ; 8%. (See Figure 2-6). The cells
included integral. copper Invar buss bars (4) across the front
and rear of each cell. This design change greatly improved the
electrical reliability of the cell string as it drastically
reduced sensitivity to cracked cells and the usual resulting
power degradation. This change was proposed to JPL and approval
was made after the 15th P.I.M.
The month.of April, 1980 was spent documenting all component
parts of the new cell string, ordering parts, and fabricating
cells. In May, 1980 the first group of pre-production modules
were delivered to JPL. In June and July the remaining modules
under this contract were fabricated and acceptance tested. During.
August and September four (4) modules were undergoing Qualification
Testing at AVCO Labs, while the remainder were at 3PL facilities
for test and evaluation.
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t2.2.2	 TASK 11 - 'AQRIOATION AND TEST
Module fabrication and test took place during and after Task I to 	 I
verify the design and manufacxurabi.Lity and to pros(uce 1000 watts
(minitaum of 900 watts) of modules for delivery to JPL. Since the
module design included mantis new concepts and materials, extensive
component concept verification had to take place. This activity
began at the outset of the contract by fabricating small but rep-
resentative module constructions, and testing 'these per JPL Doc.
5101-16 Rev. A. The original design included shingled rectangular
solar cells, with interconnects running from top to bottom. Initial
fabrication and test of modules using this cell design were made
during June and July, 1979. The results indicated that there was a
compatibility problem between the cell design and module fabrication
technique. Specifically, the atmospheric pressure the panel sees
during lamination far exceeded the strength of the cells when
arranged in a shingled fashion. An embossed base could have solved
this problem, however development time to achieve this was prohibitive.
At the PDR on August 20, 1979 the original shingled cell design was
replaced by a wrap-around cell concept, keeping the active area per
cell relatively the same as the initial design. This achieved a
flat cell string and,a 36 series x 8 parallel circuit design. In-
house fabrication of prototype steel substrates took place in June-
July, 1979. Some slight deformation of the .042 thick steel surface
sheet was apparent after welding, but was acceptable per prints.
Receipt of these substrates with porcelain coating took place in
September, 1979. Extensive edge warpage occurred during the firing
of the glass coating. At that time the addition of a perimeter flange
was made to the design, and additional prototypes were ordered.
During the next several months, efforts centered around wrap-around
cell fabrication, prototype module fabrication and substrate eval-
uation. Cell production showed marginal success primarily due to
f
	
	
cell dicing probleaps. Edge effects ureated both unpredictable
electrical characteristics, as well as physical fracture, lowering
the yields to a prohibitive level. This had a direct effect on
module fabrication, and slowed down the progress of process and
substrate verification. Alternate cell designs were used to
11
idetermine the usability of the substrate design, which also had
a yield problem.
Substrate samples recieved in January showed excellent flatness.
This was primarily due to the elimination of the integral back
stiffeners. Sample laminations indicated no further problems
existed with the substrate design.
Upon approval from JPL for a modification in the cell string design
which occurred in March, substrate pans with a white porcelain finish
on the front surface were ordered. The back stiffeners were already
in-house. During May, the first pre-production modules were pro-
dmced (See Figures 2-7, 2-8). By the end of May the first quantity
of modules were Acceptance Tested and delivered to JPL. During the
next two months, the remaining modules were fabricated, Acceptance
Tested, and delivered to JPL, with exception of four ("k) modules
to be Qualification Tested at AVCO Systems in Wilmington, Mass.
Feedback from JPL regarding the qualification tests was disconcerting.
The electrical degradation of any one module was not more than 3.5%,
however, other problems were occurring. The two primary occurrances
were with additional cell cracking, and delamination. The former
became evident after.Thermal Cycling and Hail Impact tests. The
latter was due to early primer failure which was corrected at SPC
prior to showing up at JPL. Both of these problems contributed to
non-qualification of the module. However, the primary factor seems
to have been cell cracks in excess of the agreed upon maximum.
The positive point to mention is electrical performance. No modules
seemed to have failed because of power degradation. This is of primary
importance. Correction of the cell cracking would most likely solve
the problems necessary to pass the Qualification Tests. Unfortunately
all the mechanics of the stress causing cell fracture are not fully
-understood at this time, and so no positive recommendations can be
made. However the hail impact failure can most likely be solved by
decreasing the pottant thickness below the cells and thus prevent
deflection of the silicon at impact.
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2.2.3	 TANK III - DATA
This task encompassed the effort necessary to create, edit, and
publish the documents required by the Contract Data Requirements
List (CDRL). The requirements we're generally broken up by JPL
into three categories; Preliminary, Pre-production, and Production.
All preliminary and pre-production requirements are complete. The
Production category is not applicable due to mutual agreement between
JPL and SPC Block IV Program personnel. There were several changes
in the schedul ,.a for delivery of data during the course of the program.
These are shown in Section 2.3 Program Schedule and Update. A total
of thirteen (13) Monthly Technical Progress Reports were submitted
to JPL under this task. The Data Delivery Packages for all seven-
teen (17) modules (975.5 watts) which outlined the Q.C. and electrical
performances have baen forwarded along with the modules to JPL. All
other documentation required under this contract including Manufac-
turing and Engineering Packages have been submitted per program
requirements(See Figure 2-9).
Di;ring the course of the program a total of ten (10) TDMs were
received by . SPC from JPL. These were either for approvals, dis_
approvals, recommendations, or clarifications of data. TDM #7
which was for approval of reference cell calibration values was
never fully agreed. upon. Our power readings disagreed wit'1 JPL's
by about 3%. Various discussions took place to resolve this dis-
crepancy, however a disposition was never made.
Qualification Testing and Documentation from AVCO Systems in
Wilmington, class. was also never completed. It was agreed upon
by both JPL and SPC that further testing of the modules was not
necessary, since failure occurred at the JPL Environmental Testing
Labs. The tests at AVCO would have been completed before such a
decision was made, however test chamber problems, and instrumen-
tation difficulties prevented completion. It was discovered that
since our cell string was a 6 parallel x 12 series configuration,
it was very difficult to monitor power loss due to an open circuit
occurring during testing. The threshold of change in the electrical
performance was not much different between an open circuit and
15
temperature excursion. effects. Therefore any one or two points
becoming an open circuit in the module had a negligible effect
on performance relative to thermal cycling conditions. In fact,
analysis of our circuit configuration per JPL circuit design	 i
optimization manual proved to show a total of 4 cells could be	
f
open circuited in our module with less than a 10% power loss.
2.3	 SCHEDULE AND UPDATE
The program schedule is shown in Figure 2-10, 2-11, and 2-12 in
milestone chart form. The three figures correspond to the
three major tasks described in Section 2.2, and include sub--
task milestones. Each subtash where applicable is charted
relative to start date, scheduled completion date and actual
completion date.
These charts were used by Solar Power Corporation operating
personnel and Management to control and monitor the program's
progress. The charts were also the primary baseline around
which the Monthly Technical Progress Reports (DRL item #2
DRD NO. SE-1) were written.
16
.TASK 3
DATA SUBMITTAL SCHEDULE
I
CDRL
Item DRD DATE COMPLETION
No. No. TITLE DUE DATE
1 SC-1 Program Plan	 ...................... 6/27/79 6/25/79
2 SE-1 Technical Progress Report	 ........ 15th	 of 7/80
each month
3 DR-1 Design Review Data Package
(A)	 Preliminary Design Review ... 8/17/79 8/29/7§
(B)	 Final Design Review	 ......... 11/9/79 11/19/80
4 CM-1 Engineering & ?;anuacturing Documentation
(A)	 Preliminary	 ............ 8/17/79 8/29/79
(B)	 Pre--':roduction 	 .... 9/21/79 6/6/80
(C)	 Production	 (proposed)	 ....... 11/9/79 N/A
5 QA-1 Inspection System Plan
(A)	 Preliminary	 ................. 8/17/79 8/29/79
• (B)	 Pre-Production	 .............. 9/21/79 6/6/80
(C)	 Production	 .................. 11/9/79 N/A
6 SE-2 Final Design Report
(A)	 Draft	 .............
	 ..	 ... 11/9/79 11/19/80
(B )	 Approved	 .......	 .....	 .... 2/8/80
7 MG-1 SAMICS/SAMIS Price Estimate ...... 11/9/79 10/1/80
8 QA-2 Delivery Data Package	 ............ With each 9/80
module
FIGURE 2-9: Data Submittal Schedule
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t3.0	 PRE-PRODUCTION DESIGN ALTERATIONS
During the course.of the Pre-production Phase of the program which
essentially was between September 1979 and .Tune 1980, various design
alterations took place. These changes were based on component veri-
fication analyses, and feedback recommendations from JPL personnel.
Table 3-1 lists the evolution of the design changes, and the impact
they had on the program.
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4.0	 ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING DOCUMENTATION
This section of the Final Report includes Assembly and Detail Drawingtof the	 j
pre-production module and its component parts and a manufacturing plan describing
and illustrating the work flow during module fabrication.
The following documents are included in this package per DRD No. CM-1.
1. Manufacturing Plan & Flow Chart SPC-455-5
2. Interface Control Drawing E-10445 Rev. H
3. High Denisty Module. Ass'y E-5175 Rev, J
4. Module Pan Ass'y D-10400 Rev. F
5. Structural Ass'y D-10491 Rev. A
6. Mounting Stud B-10408 Rev. A
7. Terminal B-10409 Rev.
8. Terminal Insulator B-10410 Rev,
9. Threaded Rod B-10412 Rev.
i
10. Mesh Interconnect B-10446-3 Rev. B
11. Top Cover - Llumar +A-10447 Rev. B
12. EVA Laminate A-10448 Rev. B
a
13. Scrim Fiberglass A-10449 Rev. A
14. babel A-10458 Rev. B
15. Junction Box Modified B-10529 Rev.
a
A
16. Dielectric Layer A-10530 Rev. A
l
17. Solar Cell Block IV C-10555 Rev, A
18. Terminal Interconnect Strip B-10556 Rev. A
19. Bus Strip B-10557 Rev. A
20. Solar Cell Interconnect Bars B-10558 Rev, A
21. Solar Cell Bottom Interconnect Bar B-10559 Rev.
22. Cell Bus Strip B-10598 Rev.
23. Diode Mounting Bracket B-10568 Rev. A	 I
e% .
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This Manufacturing Plan for the Low Cost Array Block IV Program has been
prepared in response to the Contract Data Requirements (CDRL) Item X14, DRD No.
CM-1. The flow chart and accompanying block descriptions document the process
steps and inspection points regkiired to produce an Intermediate Load Center,
Block IV Photovoltaic Module.
2.0 RECEIVING
Fabricated parts and raw materials required in the manufacture of the
module are checked against appropriate documents and specifications (Purchase
Orders, Engineering Drawings, etc.). Parts and materials found to be in compliance
are then sent to the stockroom inventory.
3.0 STOCKROOM
Approved fabricated parts and raw materials are kept in inventory to be
drawn out for production use as required.
4.0 CELL PROCESSING
Inventoried raw silicon wafers are processed into finished photovoltaic
cells, including cutting for non-circular cells. A solar cell production traveller
covering the appropriate specifications and processes is originated during this
process step. This traveller is sent to Quality Assurance and becomes part of
the permanent production documentation. After processing, individual cells are
testes; for electrical and mechanical defects. All process steps during Cell
Processing are considered proprietary.
5.0 CELL STRING FABRICATION
During this process step solar cells from Cell Processing and interconnects
and terminals from the stockroom are joined to form a completed solar cell string.
This string will be tested against performance specifications and for open or
short circuited conditions. Appropriate data for the cell string is recorded on
the module assembly traveller.
•
1
I
6.0 MODULE ASSEMBLY
During this process step the cell string is assembled with the remaining
module parts (drawn, from the stockroom) and prepared for module lamination. The
cell string serial number and module serial number are recorded on the module
assembly traveller along with other data as required.
7.0 MODULE LOINATION
The module assembly is placed into the appropriate tooling (lamination
press or autoclave) and the various layers comprising the module assembly are
fused into a completed solar module. Following lamination the module will be
tested electrically and mechanically.
8.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
.After module lamination, completed modules will be submitted to Q.A. and
be electrically and mechanically tested to assure compliance with performance
specifications. Electrical testing consists of testing Voc' Isc and Ppk on a
LAPSS and hi-pot testing for module insulation integrity. Mechanical testing
consists of visual inspection for cleanliness, workmanship standards, cracked
cell, etc. Comple^.e descriptions of the tests and testing methods are included
in Q.A.-1, Inspection System Plan.
9.0 SHIPPING
Finished, approved modules are packaged into shipping containers ant sent
to customers, to fill existing orders. Appropriate records of module type, number
of modules, shipping date, method of shipping, etc. are kept to insure complete
documentation. Modules in excess of existing orders are inventoried for future
orders.
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sAPPENDIX A
M
fI
QUALIFICATION TESTING AT JPL OF SOLAR P014ER
CORPORATION MObEL 5175 BLOCK IV INTERMEDIATE LOAD MODULES
As provided by the Contract, Article 1, S atement of Work, Paragraph
(b)(3) and (b)(4), JPL conducted qualification testing on selected pro-produc-
tion modules.
Prior to and imuediately following each environmental test, an electrical,
performance test was conducted and a detailed visual inspection was performed
by JPL Quality Assurance. The electrical performance tests were conducted in
the JPL Large Area Pulsed Solar Simulator (LAPSS) using reference cell No,
ZS-401.
The qualification tests were performed in accordance with Document 5101-16,
Rev. A, entitled "Block IV Solar Cell Module Design and Test Specification For
Intermediate Load Center Applications".
This report includes environmental test data (Table 1), electrical per-
formance test data (Table 2) and applicable Problem /rn ilure reports.
The test results show that this module design did not meet the require-
ments of document 5101-16, Rev, A. furthermore it is understood that Solar
Power Corporation does not intend to continue the manufacture of this module
design, Model No. 5175.
k
TABLE 1. Environmental Test Summary --
Solar Power Corp. Block IV Modules,
S/N's 5161, 6061, 6132, 6201
TEST
o Thermal, Cycling
(50 cycles, -40 to +90°C)
o Humidity Cycling
(5 cycles)
o Mechanical Cycling
(10,000 cycles)
o Twisted Surface
o Hail Impact
(0.75 inch diam.)
o Final Electrical Voltage
Isolation Test
(2000 Vdc)
COMMENTS
Cell cracks, 3 modules. EVA delaminated &
raised from enamelled pan above studs that
hold back structural frame; also, in one case
a J-box. Studs may be rapidly conducting
heat from rear structure to EVA during Temp.
cycling. Some cell cracks in other areas.
1 module had 1 cell cracked 2 places.
1 module had laminate raised from substrate
pan 3 places. 1 module had many cracks on
1 cell. Cell is over neg. terminal J-Box
screw, 1 module had marginal electrical
degradation and 2 edge cracks and 1 large
chip on 1 cell.
Satisfactory.
Sensitivity sample SIN 6132 failed hail test
as did SIN 5161. Hail test aborted.
Satisfactory.
Foon
e-'3..
M
TABLE 2.
	
Electrical Performance of the
Four Environmentally Tested Modules
'	 (At 100 mW/cm2 and 28°C)
TEST Pmax (WA."- S) DELTA, Pmax (%)
Pre-Test
SIN 5161 62.70 --
6061 64.41 --
6132 63.39 --
6201 62.15 --
Test Avg. 63.16 --
Post Thermal Cycle
SIN 5161 62.60 -0.2
6061 63.95 -0.7
6132 62.94 -0.7
6201 60.76 -2.2
Test Avg. 62.56 -0.95
Post Humidity
SIN 5161 60.74 -3.1
6061 63.81 -0.9
6132 62.88 -0.8
6201 62.48 +0.5
Test Avg. 62.48 -1.08
Post Mech. Cycling
SIN 5161 60.93 -2.8
6061 63.17 -1.9
6132 62.50	 - -1.4
6201 59.95 -3.5
Test Avg. 61.64 -2.41
Post Twist
SIN 5161 60.98 -2.7
6061 62.83 -2.5
6132 62.16 -1.9
6201 59.36 -4.5
Test Avg. 61.33 -2.90
Post Hail
S/h 5161 61.06 -2.6
6061 Hail Test Not Performed
6132 61.49 -3.0
6201- Hail Test Not Performed
Test Avg. 61.28 -2.98
E -?- LSA PROJECT/FIELD ORGANIZATION PROBLEWFAI LURE REPORT
Jr,T PROPVLGION LABORATORY
(.dolo ma )wattage of TKbwoloj?
9XtR G..F G'cer. M. / Paid . Calif. 91103 2317
r-
n'
t
WRITTEN BY
D	 Hansen
REPORTING FACILITY	 Bldg.
JPL	 i#248
PROBLEM/FAILURE DATE
08/07 /80
IR NO,
75401
MODULE DESCRIPTION
Solar Power - Block IV
MFq
I SLP
S/N 6061
60680-1
TEST ACTIVITY
Past Temp. Cycling for 50 ^3
FAILURE SITE (BLDG/APPLICATION)
N/A
TIME IN FIELD/APPLICATION (YRS/MONTHS)
1. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEWFAILURE
oty 3 cells exhibit delamination on cell surface at interconnect.
* 2	 Row 4	 Cell X11 - Laminate raised under cell 35mm in dia. Cell exhibits numerous
crack2
*(3)	 Qty 3 cells exhibit edge cracks - Row 1. Cell #7 37mm LG:	 Row 4	 Cell #12 30=
& 15mm LG:	 Row 6	 Cell 4
11. VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
Analysis of the module problems resulting from environmental thp rmal and mechanic
integrity tests can be attributed to differences in the coefficients of expansion -
of the various components of the module encapsula tion
stability of the frame.	 The analysis report attached to PFR 2318 covers the variou
discrepancies  and problems encountered as a result o f the environmental testg.
CAUSE OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
PIECE	 DAMAGE
®DESIGN q WORKMANSHIP q PARTFAILURE q MANUFACTURING CD(MISHANDLING)  q ADJUSTMENT q OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION 31 SIGNATURE DATE	 L /'— 	 U
Ill. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN
No corrective action recuired 	 manufacturer chooses not to continue with this
module design.
DISPOSITION
q REWORKED	 q REDESIGNED	 [)READJUSTED	 q SCRAPPED	 q RETESTED	 F1) OTHER use as is
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION III SIGNATUR -E DATE/a 	 9_
TASK MANAGER SIGNATURE DATE
jr L .40wo r% d rip
rLSA PROJECT/FIELD ORGANIZATION PROBLEM /FAILURE REPORT
' JET f1 R0*V LION LABORATORY
Cwifof"ra ►ernrrre of 704010"
J9 1 1t 0jA croi ♦ Dr. / Pwadow. Cril. 91103	 7,; 1 R
OC
M
n
WRITTEN BY
L.	 Elias
REPORTING FACILITY Bldg.
L124 8
PROBLEM/FAILURE DATE IR NO.
MODULE DESCRIPTION
Solar Power - Block TV
MFR SIN	 5161 TEST ACTIVITY
iv
FAI LURE SITE (BLDG/APPLICATION)
TIME IN FIELDIAPPLICATION (YRS/MONTHS)
I. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
*1)	 Numerous cracks on 2 cells Row 2 - Cell 1 - Cracks from
	
0?to Rim (Rim to Rim	 ?_R
Row 3	 Cell 12 numeroug crachs
Inspection - Laminate raised from substrate van cau sing  cr
*2	 Corner of -module
3	 Laminate raised from substrate panby Row
*Does not meet Inspection System Plan.
11. VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS 	 '
Analysis of the module problems resulting from environmental thermal and mechani cal
integrity tests can be attributed to differences in the coefficients of expansion
of the various components of 	 he module enca psUlation system and the mechanic-PI
stability of the frame.	 The attached anal sis re ort covers the various
	
c	 n-
cies and Rrob lems
CAUSE OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
,.f	 PIECE	 DAMAGE
CIDESIGN q WORKMANSHIP q PART FAILURE q MANUFACTURING [3(MISHANDLING)  q ADJUSTMENT q OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION it 'sSIGNATURE	 ''
^t^^^T/^G-
DATE
^^' Z T ' ^C7
III. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN
-No corrective action required, manufacturer chooses not to continue with this module
design.
DISPOSITION
q REWORKED	 q REDESIGNED	 q READJUSTED	 51 SCRAPPED	 q RETESTED	 q OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION Ill SIGNATURE DATE TASK MANAGER SIGNATURE DATE/Z -.p
JVL ZbM R Z/:7
.JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
	
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM
.
3542:80:356
October 30, 1980
TO:	 Steve Sollock
FROM:
	 John Repar
	
d—ice d	 c-f3
SUBJECT: Solar Power S^N 5180-1 (5161), PFT 2318
History
During receiving inspection, several discrepancies were noted. The hardware
was loose on the structural assembly to the pan adjacent to the positive
junction box. The washers were oversize on the pan moun % ng studs. Two solar
cells had rim to rim cracks. In addition, there were sh,,, •p burrs on the edges
of the structural assembly and the transparent cover film was loose along the
module edges.
Following the temperature cycling test, cracks on two cells were detected and
the encapsulant was delaminated from the substrate adjacent to one of the
cells. Additional delamination of the cover film also occurred.
The humidity test was accompanied by two edge cracks on another of the cells.
Visual inspection after the mechanical integrity test revealed that
delamination had occurred at three locations. The next test was a flex%twist
of one cycle. No visual changes were observed.
The hail test consisted of three ice balls with a diameter of 3/4 inches
striking the module at 45 mile per hour. Results were cracked cells in two of
the impact areas.
The module failed the Hi-Pot test with the negative lead to the frame and the
positive lead to the shorted terminals of the module at 390 volts. It passed
the 2000 volt test when the leads were reversed.
Analysis
Visual inspection confirmed the location of the cracked cells. X-ray
techniques were not sensitive enough to make them visible.
Distortion of the white EVA was noted at some of the sites where studs for
bolting the frame to the module were located.
The cover film could be peeled from the top surface with relative ease.
The delamination which was visible following temperature and mechanical
integrity tests had disappeared.
-2-
The module was subjected to one cycle of the temperature test (+90o
through -400C). No visible effects were noted through the window on the
test chamber during the entire cycle.
Two of the cells were cut from the module. One had exhibited delamination
during earlier temperature tests. The top two transparent layer's of ethylene
vinyl acetate could be separated readily from the white bottom layer in the
area where delamination had been observed. The adhesion of the white layer to
the porcelain surface was excellent.
Conclusions
The mechanical discrepancies such as loose hardware, sharp burrs, and
incorecct washer size can be corrected easily.
Distortion of the white EVA suggests that the frame is attached to the module
after the solar cells have been assembled on the substrate with the
encapsulation system. When the nuts on the studs are tightened, they can also
over stress the cells.
The occurrence of cracked cells in receiving inspection infers that better
processing procedures are required. Subsequent cracking as the result of
thermal and mechanical integrity tests can be attributed to differences in the
coefficients of expansion of the various components and mechanical stability
of the frame, respectively.
Delamination appeared during temperature cycling. Since it did not reappear
during subsequent thermal test ng, it is suspected that air was entrapped
during initial assembly. Subsequent permeation of the air out of the gas
pocket through the encapsulant would enable the optical coupling to be
restored. The mechanical integrity test can be expected to result in
delamination where adhesion between layers of encapsulant is low and the
deflection is rather high.
Failure of the hail test requires additional engineering studies in order to
optimize the design.
The electrical properties of this module design will be addressed in a
separate report.
JR:lc
cc: C. Coulbert
C. Maag
H. Maxwell
B. Wada
LSA Data Center
`	 e, t<d 2 R 4,- D
/2- cp- So
`	 tA-	 LSA PROJECT/FIELD ORGANIZATION PROBLEM/FAILURE REPORT
G
JrT PRQPCLSION LABORATORY
Gdr rn.^r. /elnrrrr of T^th^olog>
49' r D.j ("fo g 0, A+ / Irrdlrrv, CAN, 91103	 1?7 1 Q
G'
fY"
CIS
WRITTEN BY
L. Elias
REPORTING FACILITY
•	 PL
Bldg.
/)248
PROBLEM/FAILUME DATE
08-08-80
IA NO.
75000
MODULE DESCRIPTION 	 MFR
Solar Egwer- Bl	 IV	 SLP
SIN
	 6132
61380-2
TEST ACTIVITY
Post Temp. Cycling for 50 ^J
FAILURE SITE (BLDG/APPLICATION)
TIME IN FIELD/APPLICATION (YRS/MONTHS)
1• DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
1)	 Qty of 2 cells gx hibits r,:Lmto rim gracks
Row 5 -	 w 5 - Cell 10	 82mm
* q )	 ntv of 4 calls exhibit laminatA substrate pan causing cells to crack - Row 4 - Cell
-
i ^dge crack , Row 4 - Cell	 edge crack 23mm. Row 5 - Cell 12 numerous cracks
lon est 68mm and Row 6 - Cell 5 numerous cracks
	
longest 20mm.
*meet- Inspection System Plan.
II. VERIFI CATION AND ANALYSIS
Analy sis of the module Rroblems resultin je from environmental thermal and mechanical
integrity tests ran be attributed to differences in the coefficients of ex ansion
of thp, various	 om onents of the module encapsulation system and the mechanical sta-
bility of the frame. 	 The analysis report attached to PFR 2318 covers the various
screoancie.s and problems encountered as aresult
-
 of the environmental tests.
I )SE OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
PIECE	 DAMAGE
K)DESIGN OWORKMANSHIP OPARTFAILURE OMANUFACTURING O(MISHANDLING) OADJUSTMENT OOTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION It SIGNATURE DATE
111. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN
required- manufacturer chooses not to continue with this
module design.
DISPOSITION
q REWORKED	 0REDESIGNED	 q READJUSTED	 O SCRAPPED	 O RETESTED	 ;OTHER u se as is
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION III SIGMA URE	 a// DATEId _ 9^ y^ TASK MANAGER SIGNATURE^^ DATE1L _9^a
JPL 2bO5 R 2/711 I
3
i	 LSA PROJECT/FIELD ORGANIZATION PROBLEM/FAILURE REPORT
JzT PROPVLS1ON LABORATORY
Crli ior pla+ IRitrtrlt o/ TothX01011
JX, C 0A Grorr Dr, / Pat&lriu. Ca1i1. 91103 z^n
C(V
MN
WRITTEN 0V
L. Elias
PtEPDATING FACILITY
JPL
Bldg.
1#248
PROBLEM/FAILURE DATE
08-18-80
	
^
IR NO,
74998
MODULE DESCRIPTION
Solar Power - Block IV
IMFR
SLP
S/N	 5161
51680-1
TEST ACTIVITY
Post Humidity for 5 Cycles
FAILURE SITE (BLDG/APPLICATION)
TIME IN FIELDIAPPLICATION (YRS/MONTHS)
1. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
*1)	 Qty of 2 edge cracks at Row 4 - Cell 2
16mm and 42mm in length
*Does not meet Inspection System Plan
11. VER IFICATION AND ANALYSIS
Analysis of the moduleproblems resulting from environmental thermal and mec 	 n ca
integrity tests can be attributed to differences in the coefficients of expansion
of	 he various components of the module encapsulation s ystem and the mechanical sta
bility of the frame.	 The analysis report attached to PFR 2318 covers the various
CAUSE OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
PDESIGN q WORKMANSHIP q °ART FAILURE 0MANUFACTURING q (MISHANDLING) q ADJUSTMENT MOTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION II S DATE -7^,-^J
III. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN
No corrective action required, manufacturer chooses not to continue with this
module design.
DISPOSITION
REWORKED	 q REDESIGNED	 q READJUSTED	 ZXSCRAPPED	 q RETESTED	 q OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION I11 SI NATURE DATE TASK MANAGER SIGNATURE
F/?_
ATE
 - 9- 
JP  7595 K 2"T
LSA PROJECT/FIELD ORGANIZATION PROBLEM/FAILURE REPORT
JRT PR0PVL9110X LADORATORV
Gdefor"I.0 hru1trtr of Tfrh,alan
'	 cx 1 O..! Grn.. 1)r / Paulnu Cdi f 01103
([^'^ gnrna'fi^^1; r;%CI" Is
^.,J ^' l^	 u v^ a'ryf
7707
n'
cam'
M
C%N'
WRITTEN DY
L. Elias
REPORTING FACILITY
I	 JAL
Bldg.
#248
PROYLEM/F Al LURE, DATE
08-22-80
IM NO,
74998
MODULE DESCRIPTiON
Solar Power - Block IV
MFR
SLP
S3N	 5161
51680-1
TEST ACTIVITY	 10,000 Cycles,,
Post Mechanical Integrity for
FAILURE SITE (h LOG/APPLiCATION)
TIME IN FIELD/APPLICATION (YRS/MONTHS)
1. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
1)	 Laminate raiaed from substrate pan at 3 locations
By Row 4	 Call % and Rmw 4
	 Call 5 and at Row 3	 Call 10
11. VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
Analysis of the module probleins resulting from environmental thermal and mechanical
integrity tests can be attributed to differences in the coefficients of expansion
system
stabilityhe frame,	 The gnalysis re ort attached to PFR 2318 covers the various
CAUSE OF PROBLEM /FAILURE
PIECE	 DAMAGEDbESIGN q WORY.MANSHIP q PART FAILURE q MANUFACTURING O(MISHANDLING) q ADJUSTMENT q OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION 11 SIGNATUREr^ V	 L
DATE Z ^f	 GGY/_ 0 v//E
111. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN
No corrective action required, manufacturer chooses not to continue with this
module design.
DISPOSITION
q REWORKED	 q REDESIGNED	 q READJUSTED	 %R SCRAPPED	 q RETESTED	 O OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION I11 SI	 ATURE/^ GATE TASK MANAGER SIGNATURE DATE/Z,_F_ 00
JPL 2505 R 2/'!
WRITTEN BY
n.
REPORTING FACILITY
JPL
Bldg.
#248
PROSLEM/FAILURE CATS	 I
08-X27-80
IM NO-
749 9, 6
MODULE DESCRIPTION
Solar Power - B..ock IV
MFR
SLP
SJH	 62080-1
6201
TEST ACTIVITY	 Posy; Mechanical.
Integrity	 10,000
FAILURE SITE (BLDG/APPLICATION)
N/A
TIME IN FIELD/APPLICATION (YRS/MONTHS)
N/A
I. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
Row 2	 Cell #1 - 2 edge cracks 10mm LG and 50mm LG
Parallel to Collector - Edge chip 20mm LG X 1. 5mm Deep.
11. VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
Analysis of the module problcms renLlting from environmental thermal and mechanical
integrity tests can be attributed to differences in the coefficient s of expansion
of the various components of	 fie module encapsulation s ystem ann the mechanical
stability of the frame.	 The analysis report attached to PFR 2318 covers the various
discTepancies and problems encountered as a result of	 e environmental
CAUSE OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
PIECEDAMAGE
RIDESIGN q WORKMANSHIP q PART FAILURE q MANUFACTURING q (MISHANDLING) C, ADJUSTMENT q OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTIPN 11 SIGNATURE D ATE
^^- ?"/—^v
111. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN _
No correct	 a ui ed	 manufacturer chooses not to continue with this
.module design.
DISPOSITION
q REWORKED	 q REDESIGNED	 OREADJU^iTED	 E3 SCRAPPED	 O RETESTED	 :Q v^THER use as is
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION III S)	 ATURE	 /^^,/ DATE _	 pU^TASK MANAGER SIGNATURE -++^^
w
n
w
CIS
/ZTEY 
e
^ 7
JPL 2505 R 2M
--	 LSA PROJECT/FIELD ORGANIZATION PROBLEM/FAILURE REPORT
JCT PROPUL/11014 LABORATORY
eir,t eM r.. , n.. / ►u.lw. eAw. 911o.11
.. _..	 ^...u,..._..	 .._._..	 _._,.............,«^-iw..,...,c,:r.r.e..yak,^..;.,:..._...e-.a........_:^.m.^..,^...^.......,..e.....,.....u,,.....^..:^..._-^......:....
R	
,
tai--	 LSA PROJECT/ FIELD ONGANIZATION PROBLEM/FAILURE REPORT.
JET PSOMSION LARORATORT
call-creta /"11011v/f of TrcMelety
AAN Gal Gr4ri Do / Padead. Ud. 91104	 77711
C%%
IIr
cN
WRITTEN BY
L. Elias
REPORTING FACILITY
JPL
Bldg.
#248
PROPLEWFAILURE DATE
08-27-80
IR NO,
75000
MODULE DESCRIPTION
Solar Power —Block IV
MFR
ISLP
S/N	 6132
61380-2
TEST ACTIVITY
	 Post Mech.
Integrity for 10,000 ^^
FAILURE SITE (SLOG/APPLICATION)
TIME IN FIELO/APPLICATION (YRS/MONTHS)
1. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
*1	 Numerous cracks at Row 3 - Cell 1 2 over Junction Box
*Does not meet Inspection System Plan
11. VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS_
Analysis of the module problems resulting from environmental thermal and mechanical
integrity tests can be attributed to differences in the coefficients of expansion
of the various components of the module encapsulation system: and the mechanical
stability of the frame.	 The analysis report attached to PFR 2318 covers the various
discrepancies and problems encountered as a result Qf the environmental to
CAUSE OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
PIECE	 DAMAGE
EIDESIGN q WORKMANSHIP q PART FAILURE q MANUFACTURING q IMISHANOLING) QADJUSTMENT q OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION 11
SIGNATURE	 / DATE
III. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN
No corrective ac 	 o	 u	 ed	 manufacturer	 e with this
module design.
DISPOSITION
q REWORKED,	 q REDESIGNED	 q READJUSTED	 q SCRAPPED	 q RETESTED	 OTHER use as is
►ERSON COMPLETING SECTION III ISIGNATUREF DATE
oZ	
4s
TASK MANAGER SIGNATURE DATE12-- '- ec)
LSA PROJECT/FIELD ORGANIZATION PROBLEM/FAILURE REPORT
v
JET PA0PL' L410N LARORATORTG.trtrew towboo Of 7004010#1
ArIllf O./	 Dr IP fAdNW. CAW 91101	 077C
Lf)
!VMN
WRITTEN BY REPORTING FACILITY B ldg$
1 #248
PROELEM/FAILUME DATE
09-09-80
IR NO
74998
MODULE DESCRIPTION
	 MFR
Solar Eower-	 o	 V
S/N
5161
TEST ACTIVITY
Post Hail Test
FAILURE SITE (BLOC APPOCATION)
NIA
TIME IN FIELD/APPLICATION (YRS1MON) HS)
1. DESCRIPTION OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
Module	 ck 3 timlrz3	 laces with 3 4 inch Ice Balls - 45 MPH
Row 3. Cells #6 and 7 - numerous edge cracks in impact area
1	 - 
	
area	 Center of Cell
11. VERIFICATION AND ANALYSIS
Cell cracking caused by the hail test using a 3/4 inch diameter Ice Ball at a
velocit y of 45 MPH points out a design deficiency which requires analysis to
determine if such a design concept can be made viable.
CAUSE OF PROBLEM/FAILURE
PIECE	 DAMAGE
KJDESIGN q WORKMANSHIP q PA TFAILURE q MANUFACTURING [:)(MISHANDLING) q ADJUSTMENT q OTHER
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION If SIGNATURE	 / DATE 2
I11. CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN
No corrective action required as manufacturer has chosen not to go into production
on this type module
DISPOSITION
q PIEWORKEO	 q REDESIGNED	 q READJUSTED	 q SCRAPPED	 q RETESTED	 OTHER	 use as is
PERSON COMPLETING SECTION III SIGNATUREi3 DATE TAS	 MANAGER SIGNATUREC'	 z^	 ^ DATE9	 Q (?O
JPL 2505 R 2n*
Ii
APPENDIX B
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
I
FORMAT A
e
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JET PRO PVLSIO N L $ORATORY	 Note: N;mes given in brackets Iedafkr#ti httrttrrr if T^Pf wfe;y
4W11) 0,64 Gres 0 Pr	 1101	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program,
Al	 Proc' ou ( Referent) . .^1xiSp
A2	 (Descriptive Nome) Inspect, Test, and group cells
}
PART 1 —PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent) ICELL
A4	 Descriptive Name ( Product Name] Inspected & Tested Cell
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units) 	 Cell
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
r	 A6	 (Output Rate] (Not Thruput) 	 8	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 5	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time] 	 In-process inventory)
AB	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction ,
	
198
	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COS T FACTORS (Machine Description]
A9	 Component ( Referent)	 AST&TIn;'	 BSTATION
A9a Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)	 Xenon Test	 Scope
A10 ease Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 	 1977	 1977
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 	 38,000	 600	 y
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 	 12	 25
A13 (Salvage Value) ($ Per Component) 	 18,000	 350
A14	 (Removal and Installation Cost) ($/Component) 	 1,200	 100
Note , The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval), the (inflation rate table), the
(equipment tax depreciation method), and the (equipment book depreciation method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037—S 810/78
Ij	 Format Ac Process Description (Continugd)
(
A15	 Process Re ferent ( From Page 1 Line Al)	 CINSP
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)r
Ale	 A18	 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expanse Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)
	
(Amount per Machine)
A2064D	 100.0	 Sq,	 Ft, Floor Space
B372UD	 1, 0	 Person
i
Inspector
f	
»,
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
I	 'Byproduct Outputs] anO (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)i
i	 A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute,
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
E1608D	 0.0090	 $	
_ ^ySRare Parts
C1032B	 .011	 FW—HR/MIN Electricity
*	 E1140D	 .06283	 Sg, Meters Solar Cells
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product	 (Yield)*	 (Ideal Ftatio)** Of
Reference)	 (%)	 Units Out/ Units in	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
None
	
Prepared by	 D. Dilts
	
Date __ 7/7/80
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here.
***Examples; Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R10175
i
1
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
I
ia
FORMAT A
e
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JET PROPMSION LABORATORY 	 Note: Names given in brackets ( ICdiloraL lettttatt of Treh"olosy 	 3
48(W Oak Grote Dr / PAJodfac U11 91103	 are the names of process attributes
	
1
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program,
i
Al	 Process (Referent)
	
CSTRING
	 j
A2	 (Descriptive Name]
	
Cell Stringing
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referentl SWELLS
A4	 Descriptive Name [Product Name] 	 String Cells 12S x 6P
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units] 	 String
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
AC [Output Rate] (Not Thruput) 	 .022 Units (given on line. A5) Per Operating Minute
,A7 Average Time at Station 	 45 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time) in-process inventory)
A8 Machine "Up" Time Fraction,
	
95 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component [Referent) FIXTURE
Aga Component [Descriptive Name) (Optional) FXT
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year] 1977
All Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Cost] 400
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 5
A13 (Salvage Value] (S Per Component) d
A14 [Removal and Installation Cost] (S/Component) '8
Note: The SAM IS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table] , the
(equipment tax depreciation method) , and the (equipment book depreciation method) . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037--S R10/78
1TMe
6
Format An Process Description (Continued[
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al) CSTRING
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item
	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Machine)
B3032D	 1 Pexsor. ,i.^rator/Assembler
A2064D	 16.0 Sq.	 ft. ^^ .=c Space
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute . Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 [Amounts per Cycle)
E1608D	 .00015 $/Mi.n Spare Parts
C1032B	 .035 KW Hr/Min Electricity
ECD06D	 .08 Connectors/Min Connectors
EA4D	 I.98 E-0I lb/Min Buss Bar
EG54D
	 .528 ft.^ Copper Mesh
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24 A28 A26 A27	 A25[Product [Yield]* (Ideal Fjatio]** Of
Reference] M Units out/Units In Units Of A26***	 Product Name
ICELL 99.9 .0139 String/Cell
Prepared by D. Dilts Date	 7/7/80
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here,
**-*Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R10/78
F,^ ^ yam, +	 g
^ y^ Y ^^FW` Y4 Y. n^
 Vvi ^^vi l^ii+^y
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Jr.T PROPULSION LAMORATOR'Y	 Note Names given in brackets ( ]CrfsloraJr lasurwto, of Trrhsolosy
0 0 0 04A Crot r nr / Paudr". Calif 91 10 3	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program.
Al	 Process [ Referent) STRINSP
A2	 (Descriptive Name) Inspect, Test, String
PART 1 -- PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent)	 ISTRING
A4	 Descriptive Name [ Product Name)	 Inspected String
A5	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units]	 String
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput)	 • 1 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 10
_	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to or::.npute(Processing Time] in-process inventory)
A8 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
99 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description]
A9 Component [ Referent] ISTATION
Aga Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional) Optical
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [ Price Year) 1977
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 350
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 12,^,,
A13 [Salvage Value] (S Per Component) 200
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component)
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table] , the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 60, DDB, and SL,
JPL 3037—S RIP/78
i
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All STRINSP
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19	 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense pent	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units	 Requirement Description
Referent)	 f Amount per Machine)
A2192I	 24.0 Sq, F t.	 Floor Space
B372 Dom —	0.8 erI so	 inspector
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23	 A21
Catalog Number
	
Amount Required
[Expense Item
	 Per Machine Per Minute_ Units	 Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B	 .012 KW—Hrs/Min	 Electricity
PART 6 - INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
[Product	 (Yield] * 	(Ideal Ijatio)** Of
Reference]	 W	 Units out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
STCELLS	 100	 1.0	 String/String
	Prepared by
	 D. Dilts	 Date 7/8/80
* 100 11b minus percentage of required product lost.
** Assume 100% yield .here,
***Examples: Modules /Cell or Cells/Wafer,
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R10/70
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
0
>
	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JLT I'ROPI'LBION LABORATORY	 Note: Names given in brackets ( )Cdiford4 ►struMrr at Tfrh+alos>
.111110 0.04 Crai r Dr. / Puu1rM, Calot 9110,1	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program,
Al	 Process (Referent)
	
MPREP
A2	 (Descriptive Name] Clean, Prime, Module Components
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent) PMOD
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product Name) Prepared Module Components
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units)	 Components
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 .65	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
,A7	 Average Time at Station	 2	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time)	 improcess inventory)
A8	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 1.0 	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9	 Component [Referent]
	
None
A93 Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year)
All	 Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
Al2	 Antjcipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]
A13	 [Salvage Value] (S Per Component)
A14	 [Removal and Installation Cost] (S/Component)
Note: The SAMIS I I I computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval], the [inflation rate table], the
[equipment tax depreciation method], and the [equipment book depreciation method) . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL
JPL 3037—S R10/78
Format At Process Description (Continued)
A15 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All ^ MEREP
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number Amount Required
(Expense item Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent) (Amount per Machine)
A20 46 D 32.0 Sg.	 5t Floor Space
B3080D 0.8 Person Mod. Assembler
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number Amount Required
[Expense Item Per Machine Per Minute. Units Requirement Description
Referent] (Amount per Cycle]
E1516D .062 lbs/Min Primer
F,1 — _ b s7Min Alcohol
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
[Product	 [Yield)*	 (Ideal Ratio]** Of
Reference)	 M	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
	
ISTRING	 99.0	 110	 String/Components
	
Prepared by	 D. Dilts	 Date 7/7/80
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100% yield here.	 .:,.9
***Examples; Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer. 	
-:: ° I
REVERSESIDE JPL 3037-S R10178
^f
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
a
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JET PROPMSION LABORATORY	 Note; Names given in brackets [ ]Cdiler"i. 101110 a of T0401otY
400 O,4 Grot 0' W / rAidrru, Caw 9110)	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAM I S ill
computer program,
Al	 Process (Referent) 	 MASSY
A2	 (Descriptive Name)	 Assemble Mod, Layers
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent) 	 AMGD
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product Name)	 Layed up Module
AS	 Unit Of-Measure (Product Units) _	 Module
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 IOutput Rate) (Not Thruput)	 125	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
,A7	 Average Time at Station	 8	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time]	 in-process inventory)
AB	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 1.,0	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component (Referent)	 None
Aga Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year]
All	 Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Cost]
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]
A13 [Salvage Value] ($ Per Component)
A14	 (Removal and Installation Cost] (S/Component)
Note: The SAM IS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table] , the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the (equipment book depreciation method) . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6A), DDB, and SL.
JPL- 3037-S R 10/78
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 line Al) MASSY
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
lExpense Item
	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Machine)
A2064D
	
20 Sa,	 ft. Floor Space
B3080D	 .5 Fersnn Mod. Assembler
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense item	 Per Machine Per Minute. Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
E1254D	 .215 ^lbs Min EVA
E1808D	 2.0 sq.	 ft. Crane Glas
E1360D	 .06 lbs.Min Acrylic
E1608D	 .0025 $/Min Spare Parts
E1512D
	
1 sq.	 ft. Substrate_
EG30D	 1 ft^ Mylar
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A74	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
lPr,xiuct	 (Yield)*	 (Ideal ljatio)** Of
Relerencel	 (%l	 Units Out/Units In
	
Units Of A26***	 Product Name
PMOD	 99.0	 1.0	 Module /Module
t
Prepared by	 D, Dilts
	
Date 
7/7/80
100 1,o minus percentage of required product lost,
**Assume 100% yield here.
***Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer. I
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-5 R10/78
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
,-	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JFT Fr<oPVL510N LAMORATORI	 Note: Names given In brackets ( )CJ0 10FXi4 141101 wfr of r1eh,041ARY
4,00 0,14 Gro+r pr J PAIdjeow, COW 91103	 are the Mmes of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program,
Al	 Process (Referent)
	
SASSY
A2	 [Descriptive Name] Assemble Mod, Lavers
-,I
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referent) AMOD
A4	 Descriptive Name (Pro:;uct Name) Layed up Module y,r}
A5	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units) 	 Module
PART 2 -- PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 .125	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
,A7	 Average Time at Station	 8 	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time] 	 in•processinventory)
A8	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
1.=51	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component [Referent)
	
None
_
A9a Component [Descriptive Name) (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year]
All Purchase Price (S Per Comp—eit) [Purchase Cost)
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]
A13 (Salvage Value) (S Per Component)
A14	 (Removal and Installation Cost] (S/Component)
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interval] , the (inflation rate table], the
(equipment tax depreciation method) , and the (equipment book depreciation method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037—S RIO/78
Format A: Process
	 (Continued)
A15	 Process Referen: (From Page 1 Line A1)	 XYJASSY
PART 4 •- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE ( Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 Ail
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent)
	
[Amount per Machine)
A2064D	 20 sq,	 :t, Floor Space
0D Mod. Assembldr
PART 5 —DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 Ai22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Cycle)
E1254D	 .215 lbs/Min EVA
E1808D	 2.0 sue. ft. Crane Glass
E1360D	 .06 lbs Min Acrylic
E1608D	 .0025 Min Spare Parts
E1514D	 1 .^ sq,	 ft. Substrate
EG30D	 1 ft4 Mylar
PART 6 — INTAA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27
	 A25[Product
	
[Yield)*	 (Ideal Ratio)** Of
Referance]	 W	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
PMOD	 99.0	 110	 Module /Module
Prepared by __ D. Dilts	 Data 7/7/80
100 %
 minus pemettt ge of required product lost.
** Assume 100% yield here.
x** Examples; Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
REVERSE SIDE JFL 3037—S R10/78
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
n
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
	
iprET PROPt'LOWN LABORATORY 	 Note: Names given in brackets IA 	 141101001f of TochilAlftyax++++ 0.0k aro+r no, / Aa dha.. C•1+l 91104	 are the names of protest attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program.
Al	 Proceu ( Referent) MLA
A2	 (Descriptive Name) Laminate )`iodine
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent) 	 LMOD
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product Name)	 Laminated Module
AS	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units) 	 Module
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [Output Rate) (Not Thruput)	 .10	 Units (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 45	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)	 in-process inventory)
AS	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 .90
	
Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction)
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9	 Component (Referent)	 PRESS
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional) 	 Pneumatic
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 	 1978
All	 Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 	 11;000
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 	 10
A13 (Salvage Value) ($ Per Component) 	 S, non
A14	 [Removal and Installation Cost] (S/Component) 	 500
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float interjal) , the (inflation rate table) , the
[equipment tax depreciation method), and the (equipment book depreciation method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6,0), DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037—S R10/78
Format A. Process Description (Continued)
A15
	
Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al)
PART 4 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 )Amount per Machine?
A2064D	 20 sq#	 :, Floor Space
. ersc Mod, AsiemblEr
PART 5 -- DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs] and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B	 .85 KWHR/Min Electricity
E1668D	 1150 $ Spare Parts
C1128D	 2.01 cu £t/Min Wager
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED [Required Products]
A24	 A28
	 A26	 A27	 A26(Product	 (Yield)*	 [Ideal ijatlo)** Of
Reference]	 W	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
AMOD
	
99,8	 110	 Module/Moduli=
Prepared by _._,,, D. Dilts	 Date	 7/7/80
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
** Assume 10010 yield here,
***Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer,
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-5 810/78
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
F
•
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JLT PROPULSION a,A110RATORY('d^li ►^ir (^tlllrlt 417Kh^ilARY
Al	 Process (Referent)
	
IMLAM
A2	 (Descriptive Name) Laminage Moduler
Note: Names given in brackets [ ]
are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program.
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referenti 	 I'LMQD
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product Name)
	
Laminated Modules
AS Unit Of Measure (Product Units) 	 Modules
PART T — PROCESS CHARACTEIRISTiCS
A6 (Output Rate] (Not Thruput)	 .60 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7 Average Time at Station 	 45 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time] in-process inventory)
AS Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
.95 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9 Component ( Referent) )PRESS
Aga Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional) 6 Rotary
'Pneumati
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year) 19$0
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost) 68 ,000
Al2 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 15
A13 (Salvage Value] (S Per Component) 26,000
A14 (Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component) 1,000
Note: The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the ipayment float Interval], the [inflation rate table), the
(equipment tax depreciation method), and the (equipment book depreciation method]. In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0,0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL,
JPL 3037-S 910/78
s
.3
1
Format A: Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All IMLAM
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Sequirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item
	 Per Machina (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Machine)
142064D	 110 sq,	 -4F. Floor Space
83080D	 1.8 Person Mod. Assembler
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities avid Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute . Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Cycle]
C1032B	 2.0 KW HR/Min Electricity
E1608D	 .150 $ Spare Parts
C1128D	 10 cu ft Water
f
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25(Product	 [Yield)*	 [Ideal F(atio]** Of
Reference]	 W	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
AMOD	 99.8	 110	 Module/Module
	
Prepared by	 D, Dilts	 Date	 7/7 /80
* 100% minus percentage of required product Lost,
x* Assume 100% yield here,
**-*Examples, Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S Rio/78
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
w
n
-^	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JET PROPULSION LARORATORY	 Note: Names given In brackets('/Mari/ Innot it of Tsihneloa'
4K00 Oak Gr01 ( t)r. / PU/.IMd. G04 1 Y1 10i	 ar4 the names Of process attrlbUtes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program,
Al	 Process (Referent)	 JBOX
A2	 (Descriptive Name)	 Assemble J—Box and Diodes
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referent) 	 JMOD
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product Name) 	 Module with J Box
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units)	 Module
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [output Rate] (Nat Thruput) _. 	 • 2	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 6	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time]	 in-process inventory)
AB	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction	 1.0
	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS (Machine Description)
A9	 Component [Referent]	 None
A9a Component (Descriptive Name] (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year]
All	 Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost]
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) (Useful Life)
A13	 [Salvage Value] ($ Per Component)
A14	 (Removal and Installation Cost] ($/Component)
Note: The SAM IS I I I computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval], the [inflation rate table] , the
[equipment tax depreciation; method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method) , In this LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037—S R10/78
Format A; Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al) JBOX
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 [Amount per Machines
A2064D	 32.0  so,	 t., Floor Space
B3080D	 0.4 Person Mod. Assembler
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREM NTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute knits Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Cycle]
EG39D	 .2 Sets/Min Terminal Blocks
EX007D	 .2 Diode Min Diodes
E1608D	 .05 $ Spare Parts_
E1552D	 .04 lbs/Min RTV 108
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products]
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25[Product	 [Yield]*	 (ideal Ratio]** Of
Reference]	 W	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
LMOD	 99	 1.0	 Mod /i—Box -- Mod
	
Prepared by
	
D. Dilts	 Date	
7/7/80
100% minus_ percentage of required product lost.
Assume 100% yield here,
Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer.
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R 10178
t	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
_l 	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JET  PROPt'1.510\ LANORATORY Note; Names given in bracken [ ]r'A1ilerMio hmrNrr o! Trehnot4R'
JH(f(, O.4 Grog a Or / Paiadto.. C0101 91103	 art the names Of procen attributes
requested by the SAM I S III
computer program.
Al	 Process (Referent)
	
IJBO%
A2	 [Descriptive Name]	 Assemble J—Box and Diodes
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 [ Product Referent) 	 JMOD
A4	 Descriptive Name [Product Name) 	 Module with J Box
A5	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units)	 Module
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 .2	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station	 6	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute[Processing Time]	 in•processinventory)
A8	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction ____-1 0	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction)
PART 3 -- EOUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description]
A9	 Component [Referent] 	 None
Aga Component [Descriptive Name] (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year)
All	 Purchase Price (S Per Component) [Purchase Cost)
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life]
A13 (Salvage Value) ($ Per Component)
	 —
A14	 [Removal and Installation Cost] (S/Component)
Note: The SAMIS III computer program .. ka prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table) , the
[equipment tax depreciation method?, j-. I ie [equipment book depreciation method) . In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
JPL 3037-5 910/78
IFormat A; Process Description (Continued) 	 r
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line Al) 	 IJBOX
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE 3PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18	 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift)	 Units Requitement Description
Referentl	 [Amount per Machine]
A2064D	 32.0	 Sq. Floor Space
^`l {380I^-
	0.4
	 Perrcr. Mod. Assembler
PART 5 — DIRECT REOUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
[byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number 	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute, 	 Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Cycle)
EG39D	 .2	 Sets/Min Terminal Blocks
7D	 Dio e Min Diodes
E1608D	 .05	 $ Spare Parts
E1552D	 . 04	 ---	 lb^ /Min R`fV 108
PART 6 — INTRA-INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
[Product	 [Yield]*	 [Ideal Ratlo)** Of
Reference)	 W	 Units taut/Units In 	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
	
ILMOD	 99	 1.0	 Plod /J—Box "-- 'Mod
	
Prepared by	 D. Dilts
	
Date	
7/7/80
* 100 0,; minus percentage of required product lost.
** Assume 100°a yield here,
*** Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Vvafer.
REVERSESIDE JPL 3037—S Rio/78
N:
Ij	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
b
FORMAT A
y>	 PROCESS DESCRIPTION
JET 1'1P 0Pl'LSIOh LABORATORY Note-, Names given in bracketsCd^lor^l^ /en^fNfr al Tn^henla^, 
406 Dak Grose /)r / Puade pla, Carl 91103	 are the names of process attributes
requested' by the SAM I S III
computer program,
Al	 Process [ Referent)	 110DTEST
Pad	 [Descriptive Name] 	 Electrical Per' ormance TEst
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent]	 TESTM
A4	 Descriptive Name ( Product Name]	 Tested Module
A5	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units]
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Rate) (Not Thruput) 	 . 6o	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 4	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time)
	 in-process inventory)
A8	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 • 98	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9	 Component (Referent)	 FLASHER,
Aga Component ( Descriptive Name) (Optional) 	 Xenon—Prdse
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year)	 1977
All
	
Purchase Price ($ Per Component) [Purchase Cost] 1 20,000
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 	 16
A13 (Salvage Value) ($ Per Component) 	 12,000
A14	 (Removal and Installation Cost) ($/Component) 	 2 .500	 —
Note: The SAM IS I I I computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval] , the [inflation rate table), the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL,
JPL 3037—S R10/78
Y
IFormat A; Process Description (Continued)
A15	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All	 MODTEST
PART 4 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18	 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Arnount Required
[Expent.j Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 [Amorint per Machine).
B3784D	 1	 Persc. Tester
A2064D	 100	 sq.	 t, Floor Space
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS P^R MACHINE PER MINUTE
[Byproduct Outputs] and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
[Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute
	
Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 [Amount per Cycle]
E1608D	 ; 09 	 $ Spare Parts_
C1032B	 001,
	
KW RR /Kin Electricity
PART 6— INTRA-INDUSTRYPRODUCT(S) REQUIRED [Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25[Product
	 [Yield]*	 [Ideal Ratio]** Of
Reference]	 W	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
]MOD	 99.9	 1.0	 Module /Module
	
Prepared by	 D. Dilts	
_	 Date 7/7/80
* 100 10 minus percentage of required product lost.
** Assume 10005 yield here,
**-x
 
Examples: Modules/Cell or Cells/Wafer,
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R 10178
r	 SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
ICT PROPI'LSION LABORATORY 	 Note Names given in brackets ( jr*a1dorovid l+ftrlMCr of TrchovolosY
4800 044 Croit Dr / Pu+drea. Calif 9110.1	 are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAM I S III
computer program.
Al	 Process (Referent)
	
MINSP
A2	 [Descriptive Namei
	
Final Inspection
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 ( Product Referent)	 FMOD
A4 Dewriptive Name [Product Name) Finished Module
AS	 Unit Of Measure [Product Units]	 Modules
PART 2 PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 (Output Rate] (Not Thruput) 	 . 2	 Uniu (given on line AS) Per Operating Minute
A7	 Average! Time at Station 	 17	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time]	 in•processinventory)
AB	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	
98	 Operating Minutes Per Minute(Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description)
A9	 Component [Referent]
	
ISCOPE
Aga Component [Descriptive Name) (Optional)	 Optical
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices (Price Year)
	
1977
All Purchase Price (S Per Component) (Purchase Cost]
	
500
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life (Years) [Useful Life] 	 20
A13 [Salvage Value] ($ Per Component)
	
200
A14	 (Removal and Installation Cost) (S/Component)
	
ff
Note , The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the [payment float interval], the ['..nflation rate table] the
[equipment tax depreciation method], and the [equipmentbook depreciation method). In the LSA SAMICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL.
.
JPL 3037—S P10/78
Format At Process Description (Continued) t
AIS
	 Process Referent (From Page 1 Line All MINSP
PART 4 --• DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilitie3) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
(Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) Units Requirement Description
Referent]	 (Amount per Machine]
B3720D	 1.5 Persc., Inspector Q.C.
^A2064D	 —3.20 sq ,	 : t , Floor Space
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and (Utilities and Commodities Requirements]
A20	 A22 A23 A21
Catalog Number
	
Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
C1032B	 0.009 KW-HR/Min Electricity
D1208D	 0.003 Modules Min Reject Modules
_	
1
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCTS) REQUIRED (Required Products]
	
A24
	
A28	 A26	 A27
	 A25(Product	 (Yield]*
	 [ideal Ratio]** Of
Reference)	 W	 Units Out/Units In
	 Units Of A26***
	 Product Name
	
TESTM	 99	 1	 Module/Module
	Prepared by	 D. Di l t s	 Date ?!7/80
* 100 %
 minus percentage of required product lost,
**Assume 100 °o yield here.
* Examples; rsodules/Cell or Ceiis/^Vafer.
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037 *—S R 10178
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDS
FORMAT A
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
Jr~T PROPMSION LABORATORY
Cdh10 ►91T. INIIflAde of 70thR6101Y
4M04 Ott C►aYI 17r ) NarJ► lld. Ulf 9110;
Al	 Process [Referent)
	
PAK
A2	 (Descriptive Name)	 Crag Modules
Note: Names given In brackets ( ]
are the names of process attributes
requested by the SAMIS III
computer program,
PART 1 — PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A3	 (Product Referent) 	 MPIJ(
A4	 Descriptive Name (Product Name)
	
Packaged Module
.l0/crate
A5	 Unit Of Measure (Product Units] .__C
PART 2 — PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS
A6	 [Output Rate] (Not Thruput) 	 .028	 Units (given on line A5) Per Operating Minute
45
A7	 Average Time at Station 	 Calendar Minutes (Used only to compute(Processing Time] 	 1.0 	 improcess inventory)
A8	 Machine "Up" Time Fraction
	 Operating Minutes Per Minute[Usage Fraction]
PART 3 — EQUIPMENT COST FACTORS [Machine Description]
A9	 Component (Referent)
	
None
Aga Component (Descriptive Name) (Optional)
A10 Base Year For Equipment Prices [Price Year)
All	 Purchase Price ($ Per Component) (Purchase Cost)
	 .—
Al2	 Anticipated Useful Life [Years) [Useful Life]
A13 [Salvage Value) ($ Per Component)
A14	 (Removal and Installation Cost) ($!Component)
Note , The SAMIS III computer program also prompts for the (payment float intervall, the [inflation rate table), the
[equipment tax depreciation method] , and the [equipment book depreciation method] . In the LSA SAM ICS context,
use 0.0, (1975, 6.0), DDB, and SL,.
JPL 3037—S 810170
1
Forma% As Process Description (Continued) 	 t
A15	 Process Referent (From rage 1 Line Al)	 PAK
PART a — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE (Facilities) OR PER MACHINE PER SHIFT (Personnel)
[Facilities and Personnel Requirements)
A16	 A18	 A19 A17
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine (Per Shift) 	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)
	
(Amount per Machine'
B3640D	 1	 Perscn Packager
A2064D	 200	 s	 .	 ft. Floor Space
PART 5 — DIRECT REQUIREMENTS PER MACHINE PER MINUTE
(Byproduct Outputs) and [Utilities and Commodities Requirements)
A20	 A22	 A23 A21
Catalog Number	 Amount Required
(Expense Item	 Per Machine Per Minute	 Units Requirement Description
Referent)	 (Amount per Cycle)
E1180D	 .56	 cu ft/Min Crates
PART 6 — INTRA•INDUSTRY PRODUCT(S) REQUIRED (Required Products)
	
A24	 A28	 A26	 A27	 A25
(Product
	
(Yield)*	 (Ideal Ratio)** Of
Reference)	 W	 Units Out/Units In	 Units Of A26***	 Product Name
FMOD	 99.9	 .1
	 Crates/Module
	
Prepared by	 D, Dilts	 Date
	 7/7/80
* 100% minus percentage of required product lost.
**Assume 100°,o yield here.
*.*—. Examples: Modu es/Cell or Cells/Wafer,
REVERSE SIDE JPL 3037-S R10/78
' y s	 .',r:(..( I 'Y
tt .	 ^vt.Hn Hrtnt rvrxrvtJi-Rrr	
, _ I	 ,
RM "TTARMHOS
#pe._ o^,..",,^
H	 ``	 FORMAT B -- COMPANY DESCRIPTION
f l `	 Comony Referent
,
frT PR4r'tTSION' LABORATORY
t>kr, r nN ,'a=rr.:r ^+ Ttcl+nliRt ►
 
Cool , P1, 101	 SOL-1
pgCfi1PTIVE tiAtrE
SOLAR POINTER GENEW1011 CO.
10
(b' (Finali Product(s) Producedy	 ^inModules	 Crates (MPAK) r 	t
(a)
. .	 .	 d f •	 • f •	 . . .. . . ♦ 	 , ... .	 . • . . .	 . . ♦ ♦ . ! 	
+ ,	 . , ..	 . ♦ 	 .. ,	 ......
(Final) Process(es)	 .PAX
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units 0.1 Crut>e/Module
1.	 (b) Intermediate-Products) FMOD
(a) Processes) ,
	MTNSP
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units 1 module/module	 i
2,	 (b)
......
	 ..	 ..	 ..	 ........	
.
...............•..	 ............................	 .....
Intermediate Product(s)
	
TESTM
(a)
: ♦ . • . . . ♦ . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . • 	 . • ♦ • . s. ♦ . . • ♦
	
...A w .
	
! . r . t . w > R R s . • . 3 ) • . • . ♦ . ♦ . . . .. ...
Process(es)
	
MODTEST
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units
...................................•,..•....
Q .5	 Mod/J	 Box	
...........♦....................._.......
3, (b) Intermediate Product(s)
.•...>
	
...............
JMOD
(a) Process(es)
..	 ................
	
...............................•... . ......
JBOX
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units	 1 module /module
................
	 .........	 ..	
. . . . . I .	 . . . . .	 . .
 r.....
	
.......
	
............,........,.	 r 
4.	 (b) Intermediate Product(s)
.
ILMOD
(a) • Process(es) ^1MLAM
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units I Module/Module
5. (b) • Intermediate* Product(s) . , .. •LMOD - .. • ...... .. .	 ..	 .....	 ................. .	 ..	 . .
(a) Process (es) MLAX
(c) ( peal Ratio(s) with units 1 Module/Module
6. (b) _ Intermediate Productls) 
'1	 ..........	 ,	 ,.	 • wAMOD ........... • ............. > ... ♦ , . 	 , ........ _ . , ....... .
(a) Process(es). MASSY
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units 1 String/Module
7,	 (b)
..........•.,
	
..._....
Intermediate Productls) .......	 ....................._...
	 ,	 ....	 ......,.
^PMOD
....	 ......................................................
(a) .	
.......
	 ......
Process(es)
.
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units l Strang/String
.._....,...>..._	 .•....,._	 ....._..
8,	 (b) Intermediate Product(s)
......................................•.......,.
ISTRING
(a) Process(es) STRINSP
r	 (c) Ideal P itio(s) v+ith units
r	 .. _ ,
.0139 String/Cell.
.....	
... _ . > . > ... ,	
, . »	 ..... .	 . . .... . . .
	
. . > _ .. • ...	 .	 •	 .	 _
9.	 (b)
t......
Intermediate Product(s)
.............
S2CELLS
..	 ._	 ............_	 ..	 .......................	 ........
(a) Process(es) CSTRING
(c) Ideal Ratios) with units l Cell./Cell
.. _
I •,	
.	 ,	 ..
Purchased Product(s)
>	
. _ '
	
......	 .. ,	 .	 . >	 , , ..............	 .... • . ,	 ..... _	 .... _
ICELL
	
)
. . .... . ................
^
i
Supplier and Percentage > > ....
.	 >. • ♦ 	 > •	 . r r _	 . . _ >	 .
- ` GIN,Sk'	 ........ . . ... . . . ..... . .... . . .
.	 ♦ 	 e	 • .• _	 ♦ 	 • + .. + x	 . .	 ...	 r r ♦ • . 	 w • •	 r . ..	 _ ..	 . _ .	 .	 . _. .	 . ,. .	 • > . .. r	 > •	 r.	 .	 •	 . w	 ,	 r	 n _ .
Su pp lier and Percentage
PREPARM By DATE
JrL. 303E-5 R 11179
	C,	 bVLAK AKKAY MANUt-AU I UKINU INUUJ I KY CUSI INC STANDARDS
FORMAT B — COMPANY DESCRIPTION
i JET PROI t'r . S1AW LABO RATO RY
F	
Po
k Ain' fRI1^ iR'YI3N [ rf "1•'/,rRC.I[1
Page z of ^.J,
I
Compam y Referent
SOL.°-w
^' i 1w •K
CRE:SCritP*t^ E s;tiatE	
,
SOLAR POWER GENERATION CO.
100 KW
'	 (b)
0 ,
(Final` Product(s) Produced Modules in Crates (MPAK)
(a)
r..,.•........•............................• .....................•........,..•......•
(Final) Process(es)	 P,AK
(c)	 ideal Ratio(s) with un its	 0.1 Crate/Module
. .	 .	 .	 .	 .	 .'	 . ♦ 	 . 
*	
.	 .	 .	 r .	 . . .	 . .. . . . . . ♦ . . 	 ..} . .	 r . . . . . . .. . .	 .	 .	 . .	 ..	 .	 . .	 • .	 . .	 . .	 .	 .	 . . . . . .	 . •
1.	 (b) Intermediate Products) FMOD
.	 . . . . . . . , . . . . .
(a)
. •	 . .	 .	 ..	 . . . ..	 . . . . .. .	 . . r	 .	 . .	 • . .. ... .. ... . . . . ..• . .... ....... . 	 . • . • ...
	
. . . . . . .. • . ... ..
Process (es)^ 	 MINSP
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units 1 Module/Module
2.	 (b)
r	 .	 .	 . .
	 ..	 .	 .	 .	 ..	 .	 s	 I	 . .
	
.
Intermediate Product(s)
.. .	 . t • :	 . .. . . . . ... . .. •. 	 . . .. • . , . .. . .. . . . ... .. .
TESTM
... • . *1 .. . .. .... .
(a)
. .. . .	 .. • . I . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .s 	 . . . . . . .	 .. .. .	 .. . . . .	 . . .	 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Process( es) 	 MODTEST
(c) Ideas Ratios) with units 	 0,5 Mod/J Box
r •	 . . .. s	 r ... ... a .	 •	 . .. r . •	 . • . • •	 . q . « r . n .. s • . .. . .	 ..	 .	 . ..	 . . . • . . .. . .. .	 . .	 .. . .. . . • . . . .	 . . . . ♦ s .	 .
3. (b) Intermediate Procuct,$) JMOD
(a) Process(es) I3B0}(
(c) Ideal Ratio( s) with units
.......	 ....r-..--....
1 Module/Module
... ............................ 	 .,.,..»...... ..............
4.	 (b) Intermediate Product(s) ILMOD
(a) Processes) IMLAI7
(c) , Ideal Ratio(s) with units..... 1 Module/Module ..............
	
. , ....	 ..... ........ , .
5• (b) intermediate Product(s) 'LMDb!	 ^.
(a) Processes)(
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units
♦ 	
.....
1 Module-;Module
...
	
.	 , ........, .. •
	
.........	 . _ ...... - -
	
. , .
6. (b) Intermediate Product(s)
....	
......................
AMDD	
.............,............>.
	 .»	 ........._.
,
........
(a) s MASSY
(c) Ideal Ratio (s) with units
•
1 Gering/Module
.... ! . • • ........ . .. . .......... . . . .' _	 ,..........
7.	 (b) . Intermediate Produat(g)
'
........PMOD
#	 ,	 .	 . ..	 .(a) Process (es) MPREP
(c) ideal Ratio(s) with units 1 String/String
8.	 (b) Intermediate Product(s)
•	 ,	 .
.,......	 .	 .	 ....,....................... .....,...____
	
.,	 .......
ISTRING'
....,....
1	 (a)t Processes) STRINSP
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units 0139 String/Cell. , ....	 _ . • ......... .	 ......... .
1 9,
	 (b)
..
Intermediate Product(s) ..	 .STCELLS .. 	 . , ,	 ... r ...	 .	 _ .	 .. • ...
< ..........
E	 (a)
•
Process(es) CSTRING
.	
..	 . , ,
(cI Ratio(s) with unitsIdeal ti (s) 1. Cell/Cell + •	 A `
.	
.
Purchased Products)
_ , . - .	 , ...	 f	 . ` ..
ICELL W	 .	 . .	 .... .
Supplier and PercentagR. , ,
. _ _ , . 
,GIrSP	
.........	 ..	 .. .	 . ..... .	 .	 . . .....
_ ...................... ,	 .	 ..	 _ .	 . , .......	 ..............
. .......	 ...
_ .. . 
•....	 .......Supplier and F.	 .
PPEPAREDBY JDATE
^^^
JP{_ ZCBs-S R 11:7S
I
iii.. ,
JVt»I1(1 Mf1P1M I 00-mii W r AA.0 j nTIVU 1	 1 R t,.,_. — b .^-
—`—:	 FORMAT B — COMPANYDESCRIPTION
^.#^^ 	 Conpany Referent
I ° JET PROr'tY-SIAK LABORATORY
*- fol io lR".th-t m l Tt hplo 4s)	
001+"a„b.	 t.olt 0—f D, J Par+ltwd Colo' $`1103
ice...-^.
I r*0Ck'PT1 vE NAPA+
SOLAR POWER GENERATION CO,.
^ IOU0 KW
i	 (ol (Final) Product(s) Produced Modules lz Crates (11PAh)
0. . t . . . . . • # # .. . f . A • } } ♦. ! . ! . • . . ! .. } f % t # # t • ! # Y . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . % }	 F # } } .. # •	 ♦.! • • • } % # %
(a) (Final) Process(es) vA
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units
M	 ,	 #	 •	 ,	 .	 < . . . . . . . . . . .} # 0,1 Crate/Module. . . .1	 # % .. # ♦ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R . . . f .. . . . . . . . . . . . . •	 . .	 . . . . .	 . . . % # . • # .
1.	 (b) Intermediate Product(s) •FMOD
(a)
}	 e	 #	 .	 .	 . #	 ..	 . . . .	 . . . .
Procuss(es)
'.. . . . . . . . ... .. . . .	 .	 . .. .	 . . ..	 . . .. .	 . ... . . ....
MINSP
. . .. .	 . . . ... . . . ..... .
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units 1 Module/Module h
2.	 (b) f }	 ., ♦ 	 }. . F	 } . . . .	 .	 . . ..Intermediate Product(s) . . . . . . .	 . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f . . . . . . .TESTM . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . -. }
(a) Process (es) ! MODTEST }
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units	 0.5  Mod/M,Box
. . f . . . ..	 . .	 .. .. .	 •	 . . . ..	 . % f	 ♦ 	 • • } .. ♦ . . . . , f	 f . .. . . .	 . f . . .. .. . .	 . . . . . .	 . . . . . . . . ... 	 . . . . • . .
3. (b) Intermediate Product(s)
. .	 . . . . . . .	 . .. . • .	 . .	 . . .
^JMOD _
. .. . f . , } , f .	 . . . . . .	 . . . . . _ . . . . R . f #. . f . ♦ 	 . y • . . . • . } . ♦ . } • 	 • .. . . . . .	 } ..	 .•	 !
(a) Process(es) IJBOX
(c) Ideal Hatio(s) with units 	 1 Module/Module
...I	 Y . %..... % y }... }...........	 ....R %.........	 .......	 ............	 ..	 ..... .....................
4,	 (b) Intermediate Product(%) ILMOD
(a) Process( es)
	 IMAM
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units I Module/Module
5, (b) Intermediate Product(s)
..................................
LMOD
.} ..............». ...♦.......
(a) Process(es) MLAM
_
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units
.
1 Module/Module
....
6, (b) }..........	 ..	 .........intermediate Product(s)
......... %...
.	 ....................	 ..............
^AMODI ...............................................................
y	 .......
(a) Process(es) .MASSY
(c) ideal Ratio(s) with units
<.............	 .	 ........ S}txn^/,Modu,e,_	 ..................................................
7.	 (b) Intermediate Product(s).
...,<....}..	 •.. .......... I?r10n < 	.	 ..	 ................................................(a) Process(es) MPREP
(c) Ideal Ratio(s) with units I Strin&/St:rin^ ,
6,	 (b) Intermediate Product(s)
'.........
_
T 
	 , .	 ......... ...... , . , ...
(a) Process(es) STRINSP
(c)	 ideal Ratio (s) .with units ......
.,.01,3,,' 	 Str kn
	 /_Cell : ............ . . . . . 	 .....
_ ......... _ f . , .
9.	 (b) Intermediate Products)
.	
,	 ................
I SWELLS .... . .... 
_ .........	 ..	 . , ... , .. , , . ,	 .	 ...... , .... , .(a) Process (es)
....
	 .
(c) ideal Ratios) with units
....
] Cel1/Cell
P°archased Product(s)
. ,ICELL
, .	 ....	 . .......... . ... _  ..., ..
Supplier and Percentage
....., ....	 _ .......	 _ ,	 ,
CTNSP
.	 . .. . .......
Supplier a-id Percentage
7PEPAREO BY	 DATE	 ;
JPL 343E-5 R 1117a
JSOLAR APkAY P.IANUFACTtJRING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDAROS
FORP11-T C
C
II ^`
	
INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION
!	 •ROICL61O% LABORATORY
." l+umu el Tetlselej.
001 is.0 C/. / lua'-ue. CA.0 91103
CI	 Inaustry Referent	 PHOTVOLT
C2	 Description (Optional)	 Photovoltaic Power Generation
INDUSTRY OBJECTIVE
C3	 Industry Result	 Modules
C4	 Quantity Produced	 10	 Kilowatts/Yr.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FINI AL PRODUCT OF THE INDUSTRY
C5	 'eference Modules	 _ Name Packaged Module 10 per Crate
C6	 Production is Measured in Kilowatts per Year
C7	 Hardware Performance	 .548	 (C4 per C6)
C8	 Product Design Description (Optional)
MAKERS OF THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THE INDUSTRY
C9	 Company Reference	 Market Share
Company Reference	 Market Snare
Company Refere^ce	 Market Share
	
D. Dilts
	
7/18/80
Prepareu by	 Date —
IV
C	 C)	 JPL 3035-S 11
SOLAR ARRAY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY COSTING STANDARDSit
FORMAT C
L
U	 INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION
JET PROPMSTOY LABORATORT
Cadorni• Iffilm rr of Trehnoloay
48r%n Oak Cror r Dr I Pamdrns, C41. 91103
C1 Industry Referent APHOTOVOL
C2 Description (Optional) Photovoltaic Power Generation
INDUSTRY OBJECTIVE
C8 Industry Result Modules
C4 Quantity Produced 100Kilowatts/Yr.
DESCRIPTION OF THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THE INDUSTRY
C5 Reference	 Modules Name	 Packaged Modules 10 per Crate
C6 Production-is Measured in Kilowatts/Yr.
C7 Hardware Performance .548	 (C4 per C6)
C8 Product Design Description (Optional) ----
MAKERS OF THE FINAL PRODUCT OF THE INDUSTRY
C9	 Company Reference	 Market Share	 ---
Company Reference	 Market Share	 ---
Company Reference 	 Market Share	 --
Prepared by	 D. Dilts
	
Date	 7/18/80
	
JPL 303° — S	 11,77
